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Points to remember 

It was Saina's ears that helped her to hear and recognize the sound of her father's car. Eye ears, 

nose, tongue and skin are our sense organs. They help us to feel and sense things around us. We 

can see, hear, smell, taste and touch with our five senses. Our senses are closely linked with our 

brain. They send messages to the brain which tells us what to do. This helps us to behave 

differently in different situations. 

Eyes are the organs of sight. They help us to see things around us. We can see an object that is 

close or far, moving or stationary, its colour, shape, size and other things. 

Ears help us to hear all kinds of sounds like loud, soft, sharp, dull, pleasant and unpleasant.  The 

ears hear the sounds and send a message to the brain. The brain tells us to be careful and move 

away. 

Nose helps us to smell. It has two openings called the nostrils which help us to breathe. Our nose 

can detect a variety of odours (smell). The nose sends a message to our brain telling it that this is 

the smell of a rose. Our brain tells us that it is a good smell. 

The tongue helps us to taste. It has many taste buds which help us to sense different tastes like 

sweet, sour, salty and bitter. The tongue also helps us to speak. 

The skin helps us to feel sensations like hot, cold, rough. smooth, hard, soft and sticky. Our 

whole body is covered and protected by the skin. It helps in maintaining the body temperature by 

the process of sweating. 

Kinds of Touch 

We all like the touch that shows love. When our parents touch us gently, we feel a sensation of 

warmth. We feel encouraged when we are patted on our back. But the touch of all people is not 

the same. We feel uncomfortable when some people touch us in an unfriendly way. Touch that 

makes us uncomfortable is usually a bad touch. We should tell our parents or teachers if 

someone's touch makes us uncomfortable. 

 

 

 



Exercise Time 

Q.A. Fill in the blanks. 

1. The two openings in the nose are called__________________. 

2. _________________people need our love, care and cooperation. 

3. Our tongue helps us to _________________ and _________________. 

4. Our _________________  are the organs of sight. 

Q.B. Write True or False. 

1. Eyes help us to express feelings.                                _____________ 

2. Tongue does not help us to speak.                              _____________ 

3. Skin helps in maintaining body temperature.             _____________ 

4. Touch can be only good.                                            _____________ 

5. We should always help special people.                      _____________ 

Q.C.  Match the columns 

i. Eyes                a.   Raised dots 

ii. Ears            b.   Taste buds 

iii. Braille             c.   Express feelings 

iv. Brain               d.   Listen 

v. Tongue          e.   Tells us what to do 

 


